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August 2012 Mixed Conditionals
Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
Example: If I see (see) her, I'll give (give) her the news.
1. English is important in this job. If Isabel ………………………… (not speak) it, she
………………………… (not understand) most of our hotel guests.
2. Tony misread the map. That's why he got lost. If he ………………………… (read)
the map properly, he ………………………… (not get) lost.
3. If you're not using your old digital camera, why …………………………
(you/not sell) it? If I ………………………… (be) you, I …………………………
(advertise) it on the internet and sell it.
4. You had the car key with you all the time, didn't you?
Don't be silly! If I ………………………… (have) the car key, I
………………………… (not ask) you for it right now, would I?
5. If the weather ………………………… (not be) so miserable yesterday, we
………………………… (go) out fishing.
6. I ………………………… (not bother) going out fishing tomorrow unless the
weather ………………………… (get) better.
7. If I ………………………… (see) a lion in the middle of a city, I
………………………… (assume) it had escaped from the local zoo or a circus.
8. Alex and Jennifer are happily married. If Alex ………………………… (not be)
such a kind person, Jennifer ………………………… (not want) to marry him.
9. If I ………………………… (win) the lottery, I ………………………… (pinch)
myself to make sure I wasn't dreaming.
10. If you ………………………… (study) the map as you said you would the night
before, we ………………………… (not be) lost now.
11. If he ………………………… (not study) English, he …………………………
(not find) the job he has now.
12. If someone ………………………… (ring) the bell at four in the morning,
………………………… (you/answer) the door?
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Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
Example: If I see (see) her, I'll give (give) her the news.
1. English is important in this job. If Isabel didn't speak (not speak) it, she wouldn't
understand (not understand) most of our hotel guests.
2. Tony misread the map. That's why he got lost. If he had read (read) the map
properly, he wouldn't have got (not get) lost.
3. If you're not using your old digital camera, why don't you sell (you/not sell) it? If I
were (be) you, I would advertise (advertise) it on the internet and sell it.
4. You had the car key with you all the time, didn't you?
Don't be silly! If I had had (have) the car key, I wouldn't be asking (not ask) you
for it right now, would I?
5. If the weather hadn't been (not be) so miserable yesterday, we would have gone
(go) out fishing.
6. I won't bother (not bother) going out fishing tomorrow unless the weather gets
(get) better.
7. If I saw (see) a lion in the middle of a city, I would assume (assume) it had escaped
from the local zoo or a circus.
8. Alex and Jennifer are happily married. If Alex hadn't been (not be) such a kind
person, Jennifer wouldn't have wanted (not want) to marry him.
9. If I won (win) the lottery, I would pinch (pinch) myself to make sure I wasn't
dreaming.
10. If you had studied (study) the map as you said you would the night before, we
wouldn't be (not be) lost now.
11. If he hadn't studied (not study) English, he wouldn't have found (not find) the job
he has now.
12. If someone rang (ring) the bell at four in the morning, would you answer
(you/answer) the door?
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